Abstract-The problem of capacitor allocation for loss reduction in electric distribution systems has been extensively researched over the past several decades. This paper describes the evolution of the research and provides an evaluation of the practicality and accuracy of the capacitor placement algorithms in the literature. The intent of this paper is not to provide a complete survey of all the literature in capacitor allocation, but to provide researchers and utility engineers further insight into the choices of available capacitor allocation techniques and their respective merits and shortcomings. Furthermore, this paper serves as a useful and practical guideline to assist in the implementation of an appropriate capacitor allocation technique.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
TUDIES have indicated that as much as 13% of total power generated is consumed as losses at the distribution level [1] . Reactive currents account for a portion of these losses. However, the losses produced by reactive currents can be reduced by the installation of shunt capacitors. In addition to the reduction of energy and peak power losses, effective capacitor installation can also release additional kVA capacity from distribution apparatus and improve the system voltage profile. Thus, the problem of optimal capacitor allocation involves determining the locations, sizes, and number of capacitors to install in a distribution system such that the maximum benefits are achieved while all operational constraints are satisfied at different loading levels.
Published literature describing capacitor placement algorithms are abundant. The Capacitor Subcommittee of the IEEE Transmission and Distribution Committee has published 10 bibliographies on power capacitors from 1950 to 1980 [2] . Moreover, the VAR Management Working Group of the IEEE System Control Subcommittee has published another bibliography on reactive power and voltage control in power systems [3] . The total publication count listed in these bibliographies is over 400, and many of these papers are specific to the problem of optimal capacitor allocation. Therefore, to survey all capacitor placement literature would be an enormous task. Nonetheless, the goal of this paper is to show the progression of research in optimal capacitor placement and to classify the available algorithms by method of approach and effectiveness. This paper serves as a guide to aid researchers and distribution engineers on the appropriate capacitor allocation algorithm to use depending on the size and topology of the distribution system, desired accuracy of results, available system data, and personnel resources.
The solution techniques for the capacitor allocation problem can be classified into four categories: analytical, numerical programming, heuristics, and artificial intelligence-based. The next sections outline the published techniques of each method and present their merits and shortcomings.
II. ANALYTICAL METHODS
All the early works of optimal capacitor placement used analytical methods. These algorithms were devised when powerful computing resources were unavailable or expensive. Analytical methods involve the use of calculus to determine the maximum of a capacitor savings function. This savings function has often been given by: (1) where and are the economic energy and peak power loss reductions from capacitor placement respectively, and is the capacitor installation cost. The pioneers of optimal capacitor placement, Neagle and Samson [4] , Cook [5] , [6] , Schmill [7] , Chang [8] , [9] , and Bae [10] , all used analytical approaches to maximize some form of the cost function in (1) . Although simple closed-form solutions were achieved, these methods were based on unrealistic assumptions of a feeder with a constant conductor size and uniform loading. It was from this early research that the famous "two-thirds" rule became established. The "two-thirds" rule advocates for maximum loss reduction, a capacitor rated at two-thirds of the peak reactive load should be installed at a position two-thirds of the distance along the total feeder length.
These early analytical methods are, easy to understand and implement. Despite, the unrealistic assumptions made by the "two-thirds" rule, some utilities today still implement their capacitor placement program based on this rule [11] and some capacitor manufacturers list this rule in their application guides [12] .
To achieve more accurate results, the feeder models were improved. Grainger et al. [13] , [14] , and Salama et al. [15] , [16] , formulated equivalent normalized feeders which considered feeder sections of different conductor sizes and nonuniformly distributed loads. Grainger et al. also included the planning of switched capacitors in their algorithms, and further improved their work in capacitors by incorporating regulator placement in subsequent publications [17] - [19] . These latter analytical methods provide realistic modeling of radial distribution feeders, and consider the varying load of distribution systems.
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One drawback of all analytical methods is the modeling of the capacitor placement locations and sizes as continuous variables. Therefore, the calculated capacitor sizes may not match the available standard sizes and the calculated locations may not coincide with the physical node locations in the distribution system. The results would need to be rounded up or down to the nearest practical value and may result in an overvoltage situation or a loss savings less than calculated. For a simple feeder system with evenly distributed loads, the earlier works provide a rough rule of thumb for capacitor planning. The more recent analytical methods are much more accurate and suitable for distribution systems of considerable sizes, but require more distribution system information and time to implement.
III. NUMERICAL PROGRAMMING METHODS
As computing power became more readily available and computer memory less expensive, numerical programming methods were devised to solve optimization problems. Numerical programming methods are iterative techniques used to maximize (or minimize) an objective function of decision variables. The values of the decision variables must also satisfy a set of constraints. For optimal capacitor allocation, the savings function would be the objective function and the locations, sizes, number of capacitors, bus voltages, and currents would be the decision variables which must all satisfy operational constraints. Numerical programming methods allow the use of more elaborate cost functions for the optimal capacitor placement problem. The objective functions can consider all the voltage and line loading constraints, discrete sizes of capacitors, and physical locations of nodes. Using numerical programming methods, the capacitor allocation problem can be formulated as follows: subject to (2) where is the cost savings which may include energy and peak power loss reductions, and released capacity, is the installation costs of the capacitors, and is the change in voltage due to capacitor installation which must not exceed a maximum of . Duran [20] was the first to use a dynamic programming approach to the capacitor placement problem. The formulation in [20] is simple and only considers the energy loss reduction and accounts for discrete capacitor sizes. Fawzi et al. [21] followed the work of [20] but included the released kVA into the savings function. Ponnavaikko and Rao [22] used a numerical method called the method of local variations and further expanded the problem to include the effects of load growth, and switched capacitors for varying load. Similarly, Baran and Wu [23] , [24] formulated the capacitor placement problem using mixed integer programming. Baldick and Wu [25] continued with using integer quadratic programming to coordinate the optimal operation of capacitors and regulators in a distribution system. By inspection of all the numerical programming methods, one can observe that the level of sophistication and the complexity of the models increases in chronological order of their publication time. This progression concurs with the advancement in computing capability. At the present time, powerful computing is relatively inexpensive and many general numerical optimization packages are available to implement any of the above algorithms. Some of the numerical programming methods have the advantage of considering feeder node locations and capacitor sizes as discrete variables which is an advantage over analytical methods. However, the data preparation, and interface development for numerical techniques may require more time than for analytical methods. One must also determine the convexity of the capacitor placement problem to determine if the results yielded by a numerical programming technique is a local or global extremum. Furthermore, in formulations that include the released kVA benefits and load growth effects, it may be difficult to assign economic values to such quantities.
IV. HEURISTIC METHODS
Heuristics are rules of thumb that are developed through intuition, experience, and judgment. Heuristic rules produce fast and practical strategies which reduce the exhaustive search space and can lead to a solution that is near optimal with confidence.
Methods based on heuristic search techniques have been introduced for distribution system loss reduction by reconfiguration [26] , [27] . Abdel-Salam et al. [28] proposed a heuristic technique based on the ideas from [26] , [27] to identify a section in the distribution system with the highest losses due to reactive load currents and then pinpoint the sensitive node in that section having the greatest effect on the system loss reduction. Sizes of capacitors placed on the sensitive nodes are then determined by maximizing the power loss reduction from capacitor compensation. M. Chis et al. [29] improved on the work of [28] by determining the sensitive nodes that have the greatest impact on loss reduction for the entire distribution system directly and by optimizing for the capacitor sizes based on maximizing the net economic savings from both energy and peak power loss reductions. In addition, the method in [29] also accounts for varying loads of the distribution system considered.
Both of the above heuristic methods are intuitive, easy to understand, and simple to implement as compared to analytical and numerical programming methods. However, the results produced by heuristic algorithms are not guaranteed to be optimal.
V. AI-BASED METHODS
The recent popularity of AI has led many researchers to investigate its use for power engineering applications. In particular, genetic algorithms (GA's), simulated annealing (SA), expert systems (ES's), artificial neural networks (ANN's), and fuzzy set theory (FST) have been implemented in the optimal capacitor placement problem.
A. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms use biological evolution to develop a series of search space points toward an optimal solution. This approach involves coding of the parameter set rather than working with the parameters themselves. GA's operate by selecting a population of the coded parameters with the highest fitness levels (i.e., parameters yielding the best results), and performing a combination of mating, crossover, and mutation operations on them to generate a better set of coded parameters. Genetic algorithms are simple to implement and are capable of locating the global optimal solution.
Boone and Chiang [30] devised a method based on GA's to determine optimal capacitor sizes and locations. The sizes and locations of capacitors are encoded into binary strings and crossover is performed to generate a new population. This problem formulation only considered the costs of the capacitors and the reduction of peak power losses. Sundhararajan and Pahwa [31] also used GA's for the optimal selection of capacitors in distribution systems. However, their work differs from [30] in that they use an elitist strategy; whereby the coded strings chosen for the next generation do not go through mutation or crossover procedures. In addition, this formulation includes the reduction of energy losses which was omitted in [30] . Miu et al. [32] revisited the GA formulation in [30] , and included additional features of capacitor replacement and control for unbalanced distribution systems.
B. Expert Systems
Expert systems or knowledge-based systems (KBS) consist of a collection of rules, facts (knowledge), and a inference engine to perform logical reasoning. The ES concept has been useful for power system problems that require decision-making, empirical judgments, or heuristics. Most ES's used in power system engineering applications are for fault diagnosis, planning, and scheduling [33] .
Salama et al. [34] , [35] developed an ES containing technical literature expertise (TLE) and human expertise (HE) for reactive power control of a distribution system. The TLE included the capacitor allocation method based on [15] and [16] for maximum savings from the reduction of peak power and energy losses. The HE component of the knowledge base contained information to guide the user to perform reactive power control for the planning, operation, and expansion stages of distribution systems.
C. Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing is an iterative optimization algorithm which is based on the annealing of solids. When a material is annealed, it is heated to a high temperature and slowly cooled according to a cooling schedule to reach a desired state. At the highest temperature, particles of the material are arranged in a random formation. As the material is cooled, the particles become organized into a lattice-like structure which is a minimum energy state. For the capacitor allocation problem, a total cost function is formulated instead of a savings function. Analogous to reaching a minimum energy state of the annealing of solids, Ananthapadmanabha et al. [36] used SA to minimize a total cost function given by: (3) where is the cost of peak power losses, is the cost of energy losses, and is the capacitor installation costs.
D. Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is the connection of artificial neurons which simulates the nervous system of a human brain. Artificial neural networks are useful for mapping nonlinear relationships between inputs and outputs. An ANN typically consists of three types of layers: an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. The ANN accepts known input data and minimizes the difference between the known outputs and the generated outputs. The relationship between the inputs and the outputs are embedded as parameters in the hidden layer. Correct output patterns can be generated by the ANN providing that there are enough hidden layers and nodes to encode the input-output pattern, and enough known data to train the ANN. Once an ANN is trained, it can provide very fast results given a set of inputs.
Santoso and Tan [37] used ANN's for the optimal control of switched capacitors. In their work, two neural networks are used. One network is used to predict the load profile from a set of previous load values obtained from direct measurement at various buses and a second neural network is used to select the optimal capacitor tap positions based on the load profile as predicted by the first network. The first network is trained with a set of prerecorded load profiles and the second network is trained to maximize the energy loss reduction for a given load condition. Once both networks are trained, iterative calculations are no longer required and a fast solution for a given set of inputs can be provided.
The algorithm in [37] was tested on a 30 bus test system. To reduce the complexity of the training, the test case was separated into six smaller subsystems. Thus, six, two-staged ANN's were trained and shown to yield satisfactory results. Although this method was suitable for on-line implementation of the small example system, it may not be appropriate for much larger realistic distribution systems. Since, one may need to partition a large distribution system into many smaller subsystems. And, as even the authors have acknowledged, the training time required for the neural networks may be immense. Gu and Rizy [38] followed the method of [37] and included an additional functionality of regulator control.
E. Fuzzy Set Theory
The concept of fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh [39] in 1965 as a formal tool for dealing with uncertainty and soft modeling. A fuzzy variable is modeled by a membership function which assigns a degree of membership to a set. Usually, this degree of membership varies from zero to one. Chin [40] used FST and assigned three membership functions to describe power loss, bus voltage deviation, and harmonic distortion. A decision variable to determine nodes for capacitor placement is then calculated by taking the intersection of the three membership functions for each node in the distribution system. The nodes with the greatest decision values are selected for capacitor installation. No mathematical optimization procedure is given in [40] to calculate capacitor sizes to be placed in the nodes selected by the fuzzy procedure. H. Ng et al. [41] applied FST to the capacitor placement problem by using fuzzy approximate reasoning. Voltage and power loss indices of the distribution system nodes are modeled by membership functions and a fuzzy expert system (FES) containing a set of heuristic rules performs the inferencing to determine a capacitor placement suitability index of each node. Capacitors are placed on the nodes with the highest suitability. The fuzzy inferencing system in [41] can also account for any uncertainty in the parameters used or for the lack of data.
All of the above AI methods can be implemented using commercially-available AI development shells or be hardcoded using any programming language with relative ease. For techniques using GA's, SA's, or ANN's, the user may encounter nonconvergence problems which can be troublesome to rectify. For on-line applications, ANN's can only be used for a particular load pattern. ANN's would need to be retrained for every different set of load curves characteristic of the distribution system. However, the use of ES's is better suited for on-line and dynamic applications.
VI. CHOICE OF METHOD TO USE
Sections II-V have described analytical, numerical programming, heuristic, and AI-based techniques for optimal capacitor allocation. It would be difficult to implement all of the methods to make a performance comparison. However, each of these methods have their own merits. The choice of which method to use is dependent on:
• the problem to be solved, • the complexity of the problem, • the accuracy of results desired, • the practicality of implementation. Once these criteria are determined, the appropriate capacitor allocation technique can be chosen.
A. Capacitor Allocation Problem to be Solved
The capacitor allocation problem can be separated into three subproblems: planning, expansion, and control. Most of the capacitor allocation techniques in the literature address the planning subproblem. However, many of these techniques can be used for the expansion subproblem if the predicted load growth and specifications of expanded distribution system are known. The capacitor allocation algorithms mentioned in this paper that can be used for the expansion subproblem without any modification are: [22] , [32] , [34] , [35] . The control subproblem involves the operation of switched capacitors for the most economic savings while avoiding overvoltages. Again, few techniques are available for the control subproblem [32] , [37] , [38] .
B. Complexity of Problem
When solving the capacitor placement problem, it must be decided which parameters are to be included into the optimization process. The capacitor savings functions can include the dollar savings from the reduction of energy and peak power losses, the released kVA capacity, and voltage profile improvement. In addition, it must be decided if the varying load is to be considered, which load model to use, and if the inclusion of regulators is desired. There is not one technique that can include all of the parameters listed above. The complexity of the problem also includes the type of distribution system to be considered. Some of the capacitor placement techniques can only be applied to a single feeder without lateral branches, while others can accommodate radial systems with many lateral subfeeders, and a few can be used for any distribution system of any topography. Furthermore, the algorithms which can consider many of the parameters require more detailed system data, and tend to be more difficult to implement.
C. Accuracy of Results
The accuracy of results depends on the modeling of the problem and the optimization method. The more recent analytical methods which use equivalent feeder models and consider the varying load can provide better results than the earlier capacitor placement techniques. Furthermore, some numerical programming techniques, heuristic and AI techniques consider the discrete sizes and nonlinear costs of capacitors which also contribute to better accuracy in the results. The accuracy of the results also depend on the availability of the data.
D. Practicality
The practicality of the capacitor placement algorithm includes the ease of understanding and implementation of the method. This criterion is the most subjective in the decision of choosing which capacitor allocation method to use. However, this is one of the more important criteria to be considered. Some techniques may require a lot of data which is unavailable and others may be oversimplified for the accuracy of results desired. Table I compares the features and capabilities of all the capacitor placement algorithms described in this paper. The algorithms are classified by their formulation as either analytical, numerical programming, heuristic, and AI-based problems, and also by features of the complexity of solution, accuracy, and practical applicability. One can use this table as a decision matrix to choose the most appropriate capacitor allocation method. Table I provides a set of selection indices for the distribution engineer to tailor a capacitor allocation technique suitable for their application. Weights on the selection indices can be assigned by the user to determine the best technique to use. For example: if practical applicability is desired most, the methods that are deemed "practical" by the table can first be selected. Then, decisions made on the complexity and accuracy can be used to further eliminate more methods until a final suitable capacitor allocation technique is chosen.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Many different techniques have been devised to solve the problem of capacitor allocation in distribution systems. This paper classifies many of the published capacitor placement algorithms, highlights their advantages and deficiencies, and provides a practical guide for capacitor allocation that utility engineers and researchers can use. Moreover, this paper may aid in further future research of the problem to couple the existing techniques for improved results. 
